1. The …………. on the Olympic Games was much better on the other channel.  COMMENT

2. Sales are higher by 5 per cent …………. to this time last year.  COMPARE

3. It is …………. to arrive 10 minutes prior to the start time.  ADVISE

4. …………. who accept a counteroffer are often the first ones who get laid off when times get tough.  EMPLOY

5. The new …………. will be working closely with both departments.  APPOINT

6. Economic conditions may be responsible for the …………. of social unrest.  CREATE

7. A …………. body is a committee that is responsible for making and enforcing the rules which control a public organization.  GOVERN

8. We will require 20% of the total …………. and the rest upon the delivery of the merchandise.  PAY

9. A large number of companies are trying to …………. by not taking on new staff.  ECONOMY

10. He has just been …………. director of the publishing division.  APPOINT

11. As a student he lived very …………. , rarely going out and buying very few clothes.  ECONOMIC

12. The environmental argument was a …………. factor in the debate.  DECIDE

13. The interview proved that he had no …………. skills.  EMPLOY

14. You can get an extra pension for adult …………. .  DEPEND

15. We have to focus our …………. efforts on providing salesmen with road map to success.  DEVELOP

16. She stopped the car at the petrol station and told the …………. to fill it up.  ATTEND

17. The department provides special …………. to those with large families.  ASSIST

18. He is doing an …………. of consumer trends in cellular market such as Japan.  ANALYSE

19. It’ll be a while before we start being …………. .  PROFIT

20. We …………. negotiated the inclusion of that amendment.  SUCCESS
21. She was asked about the pay increase but made no ..............  COMMENT
22. I need someone .............. to look after my children while I’m at work.  DEPEND
23. If you .............. a particular project, you provide the money that are necessary to pay for it.  FINANCIAL
24. A machine or piece of equipment that is .............. is working or able to be used.  OPERATE
25. General .............. trends can be traced through government publications.  ECOMOMY
26. James has the job of .............. the advertising budget for the next year.  MANAGE
27. We are worried because one of our major .............. is growing at a rapid rate.  COMPETE
28. For this product we need to anticipate questions buyers might have and address them in the ..............  ADVERTISE
29. They found themselves in the most .............. agreement on anything.  SATISFY
30. Roger, .............. by nature, said nothing.  COMMUNICATE
31. We keep a tight control on the organization’s ..............  FINANCE
32. What is the most .............. way of heating this building?  ECONOMY
33. His achievements are .............. with the best.  COMPARE
34. I was once .............. for a part in a film.  INTERVIEW
35. Being unemployed is a most .............. prospect.  ATTRACT
36. The permit doesn’t guarantee the .............. of a parking space.  AVAILABLE
37. His lectures are meaningless to anyone outside his ..............  SPECIAL
38. This is a major inspiration for their .............. in architecture.  CREATE
39. The interviewer asked the .............. a lot of questions.  APPLY
40. We have chosen the project with the highest .............. index.  PROFIT
41. The boy was given a prize for regular ..............  ATTEND
42. Why don’t you find a job and end this .............. upon your parents?  DEPEND
43. The loan was the only temporary …………… to the difficulties.  SOLVE

44. He is the only person I know with a real …………… of income-tax legislation.  KNOW

45. He is directly responsible to the …………… bodies of the university.  GOVERN

46. Mr Jenkins has considerable expertise in managing difficult situations and shows both …………… and skill in dealing with staff.  SENSITIVE

47. Most …………… believe that the US is poised to make steady progress on this issue.  ANALYSE

48. The full …………… of an idea may take years.  DEVELOP

49. If you are …………… , you don’t find it easy to make a decision.  DECIDE

50. They made a …………… of different countries’ eating habits.  COMPARE

51. The day ended …………… .  SUCCESS

52. …………… levels are unlikely to rise significantly before the end of next year.  EMPLOY

53. The grants are …………… to the largely uneducated people in the remote area.  ACCESS

54. This is an interesting and highly …………… book.  INFORM

55. Many Poles …………… their lives to the service of the country.  DEDICATION

56. The letters had been placed in …………… piles, one for each letter of the alphabet.  ORGANIZE

57. Could I …………… ask you to move your chair a little?  POSSIBILITY

58. Every job is an opportunity to …………… base salary, benefits, and other incentives that add to job satisfaction and provide financial security.  NEGOTIATOR

59. He emphasized the …………… for good planning and management.  NECESSARY

60. Hopefully, the economic …………… package that the government is preparing will improve the current situation.  RECOVER

61. Customer service …………… held about 2.3 million jobs in 2008.  REPRESENT

62. It would be …………… not to turn up for work without calling.  RESPONSIBLE

63. The partners had several meetings …………… to signing the agreement.  PREPARE

64. They have a highly …………… staff of about 40.  SPECIAL
65. The new system became ................ in March. **OPERATE**
66. ................ production has fallen by 20% over two years. **INDUSTRY**
67. You will be working in a changing situation, where ................, inventiveness and bold independence are important. **INITIATE**
68. He is a leading ................ with business interests in Germany. **INDUSTRY**
69. This opinion was held by ............... all the experts. **VIRTUAL**
70. The ................ and management of brand value has become a major issue in the past couple of years. **MEASURE**
71. Romania offers a large skilled labour force at ............. low rates in most sectors. **COMPARE**
72. It is one of the most ................ neighbourhoods in the city. **DESIRE**
73. If there are no relatives available, there is a list of other qualified ............... for the registration. **INFORM**
74. Men are under strong pressure to be successful and ............... .......................... **COMPETE**
75. Let’s talk in purely..................... terms. **FINANCE**
76. He is an ................ and innovative manager. **IMAGINE**
77. He is very good at marketing and ............... good at negotiating. **REASON**
78. The rules were ............... designed to protect the traveler. **SPECIALISE**
79. The company expects to make a ............... gain of at least 6 per cent this year. **PRODUCE**
80. Market research is a ............... tool of management. **SCIENCE**
81. The number of ............... recruited through employment agencies is falling. **EMPLOY**
82. The plan is ............... feasible. **ECONOMIC**
83. Nobody questions the ............... network of the family. **SUPPORT**
84. They presented a number of alternative ............... about the future of Higher Education. **PREDICT**
85. He has acquired a great deal of ............... knowledge. **SPECIALISE**
86. His doctor described his general state of health as fairly ............... SATISFY
87. Working with children has always been their ............... SPECIAL
88. We have not been very ............... in tackling this problem in the past. SUCCEED
89. There are some conventional situations where everyone behaves ............... PREDICT
90. He insists that his success is due to ............... factors than brilliance. MOTIVATE
91. Similar schemes have been in ............... in other countries for years. OPERATE
92. The Government’s action had ............... a by-election. NECESSARY
93. Decisions were ............... slow. NECESSARY
94. The scheme was fully ............... by 2005. OPERATE
95. Consumers who have been ............... with the service of their local branch should write directly to the Chairman of the Board. SATISFY
96. They invited him to speak ............... because of his experience in inner cities. SPECIAL
97. There is nothing more ............... than doing the work you love. SATISFY
98. They deserve the right to make ............... decisions. MANAGE
99. Seldom do you teach such ............... and brilliant students. INDUSTRY
100. We provide ............... designed courses in response to the individual needs of our students. SPECIAL